And the awards go to...

When "Access Denied" Gives You Power, Not Pause

Access to Information Programme's annual awards honor citizens and organizations defending Bulgarians' right to know.
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On the Connecting Power of Social Distancing

Covid-19 is an ongoing global challenge, but the widespread empathy it has engendered may be bringing us closer together.
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Will Someone Else Decide Instead of You?

Ralitsa Tchobanova's illustrated story "Dear Diary" explores youth indifference and its causes. The author's unspoken question for her peers is: Are you cool enough to care and take matters into your own hands?
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Hands-on Education

What Kind of Citizen Will You Grow Up to Be?

The success of Bulgarian democracy hinges on citizens' active and responsible participation in public life.
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A Business Cluster Is Helping Redefine Vocational Training

An ABF-supported program will equip vocational school students from Plovdiv with the practical skills to find well-paid industrial jobs.
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Spread the good

Please share our content with your friends if you like it. Thank you!